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About This Game
Digit Daze is a fun and challenging mathematical puzzle game. You are given a main number less than 100 and one to four color
goals to complete with the 16 provided digits 5d3b920ae0
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Uncover the terrifying truth behind the legend! : Vampire Legends: The True Story of Kisilova is an adventure game with
elements of horror, based on the first documented case of vampirism! A series of horrifying, unexplainable deaths occur in the
remote Serbian town of Kisilova. Imperial emissaries arrived to investigate the events and prevent further deaths. Will they be
able to uncover the secrets of the local dignitaries and discover the truth behind the horror? The fate of Kisilova and the Empire
lies in your hands! The game will be available with 40% discount for one week.. Composer Peter McConnell joins works on
Irony Curtain Score : Agents! Today we have a top secret, exciting message from our on headquarters! When we first
announced Irony Curtain, we promised no elevator music! Thats why we have established a Matryoshkan collaboration with an
extremely esteemed, experienced agent: Peter McConnell. All fans of classic point and clicks will recognize that name such hits
as the Grim Fandango or Monkey Island series would not be complete without the splendid soundtracks that enhanced the
adventures of the wacky, weird heroes. The enormously successful composer collaborated with Arkadiusz Reikowski - best
known for his work on Layers of Fear, Kholat and AMs My Brother Rabbit - on the OST to Irony Curtain , which resulted in an
larger-than-life Original Soundtrack. Peter created the Main Theme, which inspired Arkadiusz's further work on the OST - the
effect of their endavors is available on Soundcloud [soundcloud.com] and Bandcamp [arkadiuszreikowski.bandcamp.com] as
we speak! Irony Curtain from Matryoshka with Love is the satirical, classic pnc adventure about espionage and a bizarre,
communist Matryoshka, full of no-nonsense riddles, politically incorrect jokes and vivid, intense characters youll be dying to
meet.. BECOME THE NEXT POWERFUL DEMON HUNTER! : Follow the game or add it to your wishlist to stay updated!.
THE STORY OF A SHAPESHIFTING ALCHEMIST! : In the second part of the Queens Quest universe, we plunge into the
world of a famous alchemist who has the amazing power to change forms. When asked by a local lord to help solve the mystery
of a recent murder, she agrees and sets out on a quest to find the perpetrator. During her journey she uncovers a complicated
plot to bring chaos to the entire kingdom. Will alchemy be enough to stand against the deadly conspiracy? The game will be
available at 40% discount for a limited time after the launch.. Embark on a quest to find the Philosophers Stone! : Emma wakes
up from a scary dream: mysterious creature threatens her uncle Alfred. She feels that something bad just happened and it
puzzles her Upon arrival she discovers that Alfred is missing and that the mythical portal, they were both working on, is active.
Whats the story? Did her uncle enter the portal and embark on an adventure on his own? Strange world on the other side of a
mysterious artifact can be the answer, so the young woman dares to step into the unknown. An adventure in the worlds of five
elements has just begun. Will Emma prevail over mystery creatures and deadly puzzles? Will she put her detective hat on to find
her uncle and the secret Philosopher's Stone from her dream? Mythic Wonders launches with a 40% discount in a time limited
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